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Abstract

This article involves a corpus-assisted quantitative analysis of discourse markers (further in the article - DMs) identified in the climate change sections of corporate annual reports by British Petroleum and the Royal Dutch Shell corporations. Corporate discourse involving climate change has been amply elucidated from the linguistic macro-perspective (Koteyko, 2012; Livesey, 2002), whilst the discursive micro-perspective still receives little attention. The present corpus-assisted study seeks to elucidate corporate discourse on climate change from the micro-perspective by identifying DMs in climate change sections of annual reports by British Petroleum and the Royal Dutch Shell corporations. Additionally, the novel aspect of the present study involves a juxtaposition of the to-be-identified DMs in annual reporting by these two corporations. The corpus of the study involves climate change sections of the annual reports by British Petroleum and the Royal Dutch Shell Group within the time frame from 2010 until 2015. The corpus has been analysed in WordSmith (Scott, 2012). Results of the data analysis indicate that the most frequent DMs used in climate change discourse by British Petroleum involve and (M = 4,2%), as (0,9%), also (M = 0,4%), likely (0,3%), and but (M = 0,15%), while DMs identified in the Royal Dutch Shell Group’s climate change discourse comprise and (M = 2%), but (M = 0,15%), also (M = 0,6%), such (M = 0,2%), however (M = 0,2%), accordingly (M = 0,1%), furthermore (M = 0,16%), further ( M = 0,1%), and therefore (M = 0,1%). These findings are further presented and discussed in detail in the article.
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1 Introduction

This article involves a corpus-assisted analysis of DMs identified in the climate change sections of corporate annual reports by British Petroleum (further - BP) and the Royal Dutch Shell Group (further referred to in the article as Shell). These corporations are considered to be among the leading
international actors which simultaneously contribute to the issue of climate change by greenhouse
gasses emissions and incur losses from the negative consequences of climate change. It also should be
borne in mind that fossil fuels corporations, for instance, BP and Shell, are subject to international and
national legislation to mitigate climate change (Asbury & Ball, 2016). Consequently, both BP and
Shell have incorporated the issue of climate change into their discourse narratives pertaining to
corporate responsibility, the environment, and sustainability.

The issue of climate change is typically represented in these corporations’ annual reports, official
press releases, communication with the stakeholders, e.g. the Chief Executive Officer’s letters to the
stakeholders, and other types of corporate disclosures available to the public and to the government
bodies. In linguistics and, in particular, in discourse studies, there is a growing body of research which
focuses on the framing of climate change discourse by corporate actors (Koteyko et al., 2010;
Livesey, 2002). Framing is defined as systematic lenses or interpretative overlays which guide
communal interpretation and definition of particular issues and facilitate the labelling of the events
(Miller 2000:211-212; Nisbet, 2009). The framing of climate change by the corporate actors involves
‘the strategic meanings they dynamically ascribe to various climate change responses.’ (Fleming et
al., 2015:202). It is inferred from the current literature in linguistics and discourse studies that the
corporate world frames climate change via the lenses of corporate image management, conceptual
metaphors of responsibility, care and citizenship, as well as via discourse of crisis and risk
management in relation to the issue of climate change (Livesey, 2001; Livesey, 2002; Talbot &
Boiral, 2015).

Building upon previous research involving corporate climate change discourse, the study further
presented in this article seeks to identify DMs associated with climate change discourse by BP and
Shell respectively based on the corpus of these corporations’ annual reports. A corporate annual report
is a major corporate endeavor, designed to construe a positive corporate image to the stakeholders,
investors, state regulatory actors, financial media and the general public (Hyland, 1998:224). The
climate change sections of BP’s and Shell’s annual reports provide these corporations’ official views
on the issue of climate change, its impact on business and the mitigation of the negative consequences
of climate change. Presumably, DMs used in the framing of climate change discourse by these
corporate actors facilitate the construal of the positive corporate image and assist in reflecting the
corporate stance on the issue of climate change. The study further described in the article will attempt
to verify this assumption. This study involves several novel aspects, such as a corpus-assisted
identification of the most frequent DMs in corporate climate change discourse and the subsequent
juxtaposition of DMs identified in climate change discourse by BP and Shell respectively. Hence, this
article is structured as follows: First, previous studies involving DMs in corporate discourse will be
presented. Second, previous literature involving the issues of climate change in corporate discourse
will be outlined. Third, the study of DMs in the climate change sections of the corporate annual
reports by BP and Shell will be presented and discussed.

1.1 Discourse Markers in Corporate Corpus

DMs involve linguistic items that function in cognitive, expressive, social and textual domains
(Schiffrin, 2001:54). DMs constitute a diverse class of elements, typically comprising conjunctions
and adverbs (Koops & Lohman, 2015:233). Classifications of DMs vary and it is inferred from
previous studies that the category is multifunctional (Dahl, 2004:1811) and defies a clear definition
(Bolden, 2015:1). DMs are also referred to a variety of other names, such as discourse connectives,
discourse operators, discourse particles, discourse signaling devices, phatic connectives, pragmatic
expressions, pragmatic formatives, pragmatic markers, pragmatic operators, semantic conjuncts, and
sentence connectives (Fraser, 1999: 932; Iseni et al., 2013:35; Schourup, 1999:227). It should be
noted, however, that the term discourse marker abbreviated as DM is consistently used in this article.
From the point of view of semantics, DMs can be defined as ‘linguistic items which fulfil a non-propositional, metadiscursive (primarily connective) function, and whose scope is inherently variable, such that it may comprise both sub-sentential and supra-sentential units.’ (Mosegaard Hansen, 1998:236). From a macro-semantic perspective, DMs can be regarded as textual means which contribute to the polyphony of voices in the narrative (Fløttum, 2002). For instance, DMs alongside with metadiscursive phenomena indicate the writer’s presence in the text, frame the overall presentation in the written narrative and facilitate the reader’s guidance throughout the narrative (Zhang, 2016).

DMs are deemed to be a complex phenomenon which involves textual, pragmatic and linguo-cognitive variables (Guo, 2015:70). On the textual level, DMs are used to signal discourse relations in a text segment (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2015). According to Fraser (1999:938), DMs ‘impose a relationship between some aspect of the discourse segment they are part of, call it S2, and some aspect of a prior discourse segment, call it S1’. Specifically, DMs are deemed to indicate sequential (Norrick, 2016:297) and cohesive relationships between the utterances (Mueller, 2005:1) and function as a ‘two-place relation, one argument lying in the segment they introduce, the other lying in the prior discourse’ (Fraser, 1999:938). Additionally, DMs are thought to mark either the foregrounded or backgrounded information (Brinton, 1990).

On the level of oral discourse, DMs are considered in conjunction with hesitations and fillers to allow for cognitive planning of the forthcoming utterance (Fox Tree, 2000). In oral communication, DMs are theorised to facilitate turn-taking and floor holding for the speaker (Bolden, 2015:5; Fox Tree, 2015). DMs in oral discourse are thought to indicate the speaker’s perception of the process of inferencing and utterance interpretation (Andersen, 2001:79). In this sense, DMs orient the listener, but do not create meaning (Norrick, 2016:298).

In corporate discourse involving financial disclosures, the logico-semantic and interpersonal meanings encoded in DMs render them useful as rhetorical devices (Camiciotti, 2010:651). In this regard, Hyland (1998) notes that DMs therefore and nevertheless are used in business discourse to guide the readers’ attention in the direction desirable to the company’s management. Hyland (1998) suggests that DMs are used by Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) to support their claims and draw the desirable conclusions. Similar findings are reported by Garzone (2005), who posits that DMs yet, although, and however are amply used in CEOs’ letters to the stakeholders to facilitate a persuasive rhetorical effect.

Camiciotti (2010:656) proposes an analysis of DMs in corporate discourse involving financial disclosures, which focuses on the following three groups of DMs: i) additive (in addition/additionally, again, similarly, likewise, moreover, furthermore, equally); ii) contrastive (however, yet, on the other hand, nevertheless, in contrast, besides, instead, even so); iii) resultative (as a result, therefore, as a consequence/consequently, thus, hence, accordingly). As indicated by Camiciotti (2010), the most frequent DMs used in corporate discourse involving finances are however, in addition/additionally and as a result. Camiciotti (2010) concludes that the formal register of DMs, for instance, the usage of however instead of but, is crucial to the rhetorical management in financial discourse, since it imparts a more elevated and academic style of communication by the CEOs. Following these findings, it can be assumed that those DMs, which are typically associated with the academic and formal styles, are employed by the CEOs to create an image of authority and trust in the communication with the stakeholders.

1.2 Climate Change in Corporate Discourse by BP and Shell

There is a substantial increase in awareness of the issue of climate change among public and corporate actors (Torcello, 2016). As far as the corporate actors are concerned, Halkos and Skouloudis (2016:22) indicate that fossil fuels corporations ‘are significantly contributing and simultaneously are essentially exposed to the direct physical impacts of climate change but they also
Consequently, fossil fuels corporations seem to recognize the importance of climate change communication and include the narrative of climate change into their corporate reporting. Research indicates that international fossil fuels corporations have become more strategic in addressing environmental and climate change issues (Higgins & Coffey, 2016:1). An important element of the strategic approach to the issue of climate change involves corporate annual reports and corporate environmental disclosures available to the public at large, stakeholders and government agencies (Haque et al., 2016).

Corporate climate change disclosures are considered a routine practice by major international fossil fuels corporations. For instance, both BP and Shell include a Climate Change section into their annual reports. Whilst the issue of climate change does not seem to occupy a central place in fossil fuels corporations’ documents, it is, nevertheless, consistently present in the annual reports by BP and Shell respectively. These sections are typically integrated into the issues of corporate responsibility, sustainability and the environment. Presumably, the embeddedness of climate change discourse into other issues is explained by the corporate actors’ need ‘to balance a number of competing priorities and demands about economic, social and environmental outcomes’ (Higgins & Coffey, 2016:2).

The conflation of environmental, social and climate change issues in corporate reports and disclosures has been observed by a number of researchers (Livesey, 2002). Talbot and Boiral (2015:332) posit that ‘the literature on corporate disclosure on climate change generally emphasizes the importance of the corporate search for social legitimacy, the type of communication and the specific arguments used to justify the companies’ negative impacts’ on the environment. The framing of the corporation as a caring actor, a caring citizen who cares for the environment and is concerned with the issue of climate change has been investigated by Livesey (2001). It has been found that Shell frames its environmental and climate change discourse via conceptual metaphors ‘Shell as a Caring Corporation’ and ‘Shell as a Citizen’ (Livesey, 2002).

Livesey (2002) argues that Shell frames the issue of climate change via conceptual metaphor ‘Shell as a Citizen’ to present itself as a socially and environmentally responsible corporate actor. This presentation is facilitated by the imagery of care and corporate responsibility, which metaphorically is associated with the concept of citizenship. Conceptual metaphor ‘Shell as a Citizen’ is further reinforced in Shell’s discourse by framing Shell as a trustworthy, law-abiding citizen who is committed to sustainable development and is concerned with the issues of climate change. In conjunction with the metaphor ‘Shell as a Citizen’, it should be mentioned that similar metaphors have been identified in previous qualitative research involving BP (Kapranov, forthcoming). It has been found that BP, identically to Shell, frames its climate change discourse via ‘BP as a Citizen’ metaphor. BP’s climate change discourse emphasises the role of corporate social responsibility and the corporation’s care for the environment. Such framing seems pertinent to counterbalance the general public’s concern involving the so-called ‘dirty’ fossil fuels, which exacerbate the already precarious situation concerning climate change. Both BP and Shell have experienced significant environmental disasters within the last twenty years, which have substantial negative reaction on the part of the consumers, e.g. the boycott of Shell’s products after the Brent Spar incident, as well as on the part of the nongovernment organisations, e.g. the multimillion law suites to BP for the Deep Water Horizon oil spill. Hence, these corporations construe their self-image via the metaphor of environmentally-friendly citizens who prioritise climate change mitigation (Kapranov, forthcoming).
2 Discourse Markers in Corporate Reports Involving Climate Change: The Present Corpus-Assisted Study

The problem of DMs in corporate discourse involving climate change is novel and has received little to no attention in previous studies. The novelty of the present research involves a corpus-assisted investigation of DMs in corporate annual reports by the major corporate actors, BP and Shell respectively. These two fossil fuels corporations have been addressing the issue of climate change in their annual reports since early 2000s. Both BP’s and Shell’s annual reports contain sections pertaining to the issue of climate change. Whilst these two corporations’ climate change discourse has been previously elucidated from a macro-perspective (Koteyko, 2012; Livesey, 2002), there is little research on the discursive micro-level involving the framing of the issue of climate change. It is argued in this study that a corpus-assisted investigation of DMs in climate change discourse by BP and Shell would provide a nuanced and multifaceted view of how these corporate actors frame their climate change discourse. Hence, the study described below attempts to provide an outline of DMs in the climate change sections of annual corporate reports by BP and Shell.

Prior to proceeding with the present study, it seems pertinent to note that the term DM has different meanings for different groups of researchers (Fraser, 1999:932). Furthermore, there are no generally accepted lists of DMs in the English language (Jucker, 1993:436). Taking this into consideration, the present study follows the definition and classification of DMs proposed by Fraser (2015:48):

...a DM is a lexical expression, drawn from one of three classes (Contrastive DMs, Elaborative DMs, and Implicative DMs), which typically occurs in S2 sentence-initial position in a S1-S2 combination, and which provides no semantic content value but rather signals a semantic relationship between the two sentences.

Following Fraser (2015), contrastive DMs in this study involve but, yet, still, nevertheless, despite that, on the other hand, alternatively, on the contrary, in contrast, conversely, instead, rather. The class of implicative DMs is comprised of so, therefore, thus, then, given that, as a result, as a consequence, consequently, as a conclusion, all in all, accordingly, hence, for that reason. In accordance with Fraser (2015), the class of elaborative DMs is represented by and.

2.1 Hypothesis and Specific Research Aims

The hypothesis is based upon previous research which suggests that DMs are dependent on the wider discursive context in which they are used and in the pragmatic functions they fulfil (Dafus-Milne, 2008; Mao, 1993). Given that annual reports reveal the corporations’ perspectives and standpoints (Craig & Amernic, 2016), it is hypothesised that DMs are employed in the climate change sections of the corporate annual reports to express the corporate image in relation to the issue of climate change and to facilitate the stakeholders’ comprehension of that image. Specifically, it is assumed that corporate climate change discourse would be characterised by the prevalence of DMs which are associated with implicative and elaborative relationships, whilst contrastive DMs markers would be epiphenomenal. Following this assumption, specific research aims have been formulated as follows:

i) to identify the most frequent DMs in the corpus of climate change sections of the annual reports by BP and Shell respectively;

ii) to identify the discursive strategies the most frequent DMs are associated with;

iii) to juxtapose the to-be-identified DMs in the climate change sections of the annual reports by BP with those of Shell.
2.2 Materials

The materials of the present corpus-assisted study involve annual reports by BP and Shell within the timeframe 2010-2015. These annual reports are available to the public online at www.bp.com and www.shell.com respectively. The total number of words in the climate change sections of the annual reports by BP is 2315, and in Shell’s is 3595 respectively. All the annual reports are in English. They adhere to the genre of business discourse and are considered comparable for the purpose of this study. All the annual reports by BP and Shell contain the sections labelled ‘Climate Change’. These sections have been extracted from the body of the annual reports and subsequently analysed.

2.3 Methods

Quantitative methodology is employed in the study. The corpus of annual reports have been analysed quantitatively in computer program WordSmith (Scott, 2012). The program WordSmith (Scott, 2012) has been applied to each section ‘Climate Change’ of the respective annual report to yield the word frequency lists. In those lists, DMs have been identified in accordance with the above-mentioned definition of DMs by Fraser (2015). Further classification of the identified DMs follows the methodology described in Fraser (2015).

2.4 Results

Quantitative analysis of the corpus in WordSmith has yielded results presented in Tables 1 - 3 respectively. Table 1 involves the total number of words per subsection ‘Climate Change’ in annual reports by BP and Shell respectively and is organized chronologically from 2010 until 2015. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics of DMs frequencies in annual reports by BP. Table 3 involves descriptive statistics of DMs frequencies in annual reports by Shell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>Shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Total number of words per subsection ‘Climate Change’ in annual reports by BP and Shell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>And (4.3%), as (0.8%), also (0.5%), but (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>And (5.1%), as (0.9%), also (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>And (3.9%), as (0.9%), likely (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>And (4.6%), as (0.9%), also (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>And (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>And (3.4%), also (0.4%), but (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of DMs frequencies in annual reports by BP from 2010 till 2015.
2.5 Discussion

As seen from Table 1, the most frequent DMs in BP’s annual reports within the timeframe 2010-2015 involve *and* (M = 4.2%), *as* (0.9%), *also* (M = 0.4%), *likely* (0.3%), and *but* (M = 0.15%). The corpus of Shell’s climate change discourse involves the following DMs *and* (M = 2%), *as* (M = 0.6%), *also* (M = 0.6%), *such* (M = 0.2%), *however* (M = 0.2%), *accordingly* (M = 0.1%), *furthermore* (M = 0.16%), *further* (M = 0.1%), and *therefore* (M = 0.1%). These data seem to support the hypothesis, where it has been assumed that corporate climate change discourse would be characterised by the prevalence of DMs which are associated with implicative and elaborative relationships, whilst contrastive DMs would be epiphenomenal. The data presented in Table 2 indicate that contrastive DMs are not amongst the most frequent in BP’s climate change discourse. Judging from the data, climate change discourse by BP is characterised by the elaborative DM marker *and*.

Similar findings are reported in Ho (2016), who has found the prevalence of DM *and* in official policy documents. As indicated by the data (see Table 2), BP’s climate change discourse in 2010-2015 seems to be consistently marked by the presence of the elaborative DM *and*:

(1) Climate change is a major global issue - one that justifies precautionary action and represents a significant challenge for society, the energy industry, and BP .... We have not included any emissions from the Gulf of Mexico incident and the response effort due to our reluctance to report data that has such a high degree of uncertainty. (BP, 2010).

(2) Climate change represents a significant challenge for society, the energy industry and BP. In response to the challenges and opportunities, BP is taking a number of practical steps, including investing in lower-carbon energy products such as biofuels and wind, and ventures focused in sustainable energy solutions; and seeking to manage our own GHG emissions through a focus on operational energy efficiency, reductions in flaring and venting and the engineering design for new projects. (BP, 2011).

(3) Climate change represents a significant challenge for society and the energy industry, including BP. (BP, 2012).

In excerpts (1) – (3), one of the pragmatic functions which DM *and* fulfils is the facilitation of the effect of inclusiveness. BP frames itself in (1) – (3) as an equal and constitutive part of the energy sector, which, in turn, is a part of society, for instance ‘...a significant challenge for society, the energy industry, and BP’ (BP, 2010); ‘a significant challenge for society, the energy industry and BP (BP, 2011); a significant challenge for society and the energy industry, including BP. (BP, 2012). Presumably, DM *and* in these instances facilitates the effect of BP as a partner, an integral part in the triangle ‘society – energy sector – BP’, which every actor in this triangle being concerned by the challenged posed by climate change. These findings are evocative of previous research (Livesey, 2002), which indicates that fossil fuels corporations tend to present their self-image as a metaphorical

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>And (3%), as (1%), also (0.4%), such (0.2%), but (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>And (3%), as (1.2%), also (0.2%), in addition (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>And (0.7%), as (0.3%), also (0.2%), however (0.2%), in addition (0.2%), furthermore (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>And (1.6%), as (0.4%), furthermore (0.1%), also (0.2%), but (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>And (2.3%), as (0.6%), in addition (0.1%), further (0.1%), furthermore (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>And (2.8%), also (0.5%), however, (0.2%), as (0.2%), therefore (0.1%), accordingly (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of DMs frequencies in annual reports by Shell from 2010 till 2015.
citizen, as a part of society. Consequently, as a part of society and a citizen, BP positions itself as one among many other societal parts, which are concerned with the issue of climate change.

However, in excerpts (4) – (6) below DM and plays a purely additive, elaborative role. For instance, the additive effects of the measures to mitigate climate change by BP as seen as ‘to incorporate energy use considerations in their business plans and to assess, prioritize and implement technologies and systems to improve energy usage.’ (BP, 2013):

(4) We also require our operations to incorporate energy use considerations in their business plans and to assess, prioritize and implement technologies and systems to improve energy usage. (BP, 2013).

(5) … we require our operations to incorporate energy use considerations in their business plans and to assess, prioritize and implement technologies and systems that could improve usage. We factor a carbon cost into our own investments and engineering designs for large new projects, and invest in lower-carbon energy products. (BP, 2014).

(6) There is a growing number of emission pricing schemes globally, including in Europe, California and China, additional monitoring regulations in the US, and more focus on reducing flaring and methane emissions in many jurisdictions. (BP, 2015).

Similarly to BP, in Shell’s climate change discourse DM and is used most frequently. However, comparing to BP, its mean values are lower, e.g. Shell (M = 2%) and BP (4.2%). This finding supports research by Camiciottoli (2010:656) who suggests that DMs in corporate reports seems to be standardised. More support to this suggestion is given by the data presented in Table 3. As evident from the data, Shell’s climate change discourse does not appear to extensively employ contrastive DMs, for instance the frequency of DM but (M = 0, 15%) in Shell’s climate change section of the reports within 2010-2015 is equal to BP’s usage of DM but within the same time frame, namely M = 0,15%.

Further support for the tendency towards standardisation of climate change discourse by fossil fuels corporations is provided by DM as. As in the case of DMs in climate change sections of annual reports by BP, DM as (M = 0.6%) appears to be the second most used DM after and in the 2010, 2013 and 2014 annual reports by Shell:

(7) The management of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions – the most significant greenhouse gas (GHG) – will become increasingly important as concerns over climate change lead to tighter environmental regulations. (Shell, 2010).

(8) The management of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) will become increasingly important as concerns over climate change lead to tighter environmental regulation. (Shell, 2013)

(9) As energy demand increases and easily accessible oil and gas resources decline, we are developing resources that require more energy and require advanced technology to produce. As our production becomes more energy intensive, we expect there will be an associated increase in the direct CO2 emissions from the Upstream facilities we operate. (Shell, 2014).

However, in the climate change section of Shell’s 2012 annual report, DMs as and where are the second most frequent DMs:

(10) The majority of this flaring takes place at facilities where there is no infrastructure to capture the gas produced with oil, known as associated gas. Most of the continuous flaring takes place in Nigeria, where the security situation and lack of partner funding had previously slowed progress on projects to capture associated gas. (Shell, 2012).
As seen from excerpts (7) – (10), DM as is associated with rationalising a decision and a process involved in climate change mitigation. Furthermore, DM as seems to be used in predicting positive results of the measure pertaining to the climate change mitigation. These findings are in concert with the mixed methods study by Camiciottoli (2010:658), who indicates that the usage of DM as constitutes an important rhetorical strategy by corporate writers ‘to persuade their audiences of the overall soundness and good business practices of their companies.’.

Concurrently with the present findings, which are suggestive of a certain standardisation in the usage of DMs in climate change discourse by international fossil fuels corporations, it should be noted that Shell’s DMs in climate change discourse appear to be more varied in comparison with BP’s. Specifically, as seen from Table 3, DMs in Shell’s climate change discourse involve such (M = 0,2%), however (M = 0,2%), accordingly (M = 0,1%), furthermore (M = 0,16%), further (M = 0,1%), and therefore (M = 0,1%). A more varied usage of DMs in climate change section is provided by the 2015 annual report in excerpt (11) below:

(11) Accordingly, we have also evaluated the resilience of our portfolio using our own business-case model that assumes an average global temperature increase of 2-3°C by 2100... While our model assumes lower overall regulatory costs associated with our CO2 emissions in 2030 than the IEA estimate of 100/tonne, we also expect lower oil and gas prices, which projects a less positive outcome than under the IEA’s 450 Scenario.

Data presented in Table 3 suggests that Shell’s framing of climate change discourse involves contrastive DMs. It should be mentioned that the usage of but (0,15%) appears to be less prominent in comparison with however (M = 0,2%). Apparently, Shell’s climate change discourse tends to be characterised by elevated and formal style. This observation is supported by other DMs which are typically associated with formal writing, for instance, accordingly (M = 0,1%), furthermore (M = 0,16%), further (M = 0,1%), and therefore (M = 0,1%). These findings are suggestive of an endeavor on the part of Shell to impart the image of a corporation which prioritises scientific and formal registers in its corporate narratives involving climate change. Arguably, the formality in the choice of DMs (e.g., accordingly, furthermore, further, therefore) should foreground Shell’s authoritative and, perhaps, trustworthy voice on the issue of climate change. This observation seems to be supported by Camiciottoli (2010) who posits that a formal register in the choice of DMs serves the purpose of imparting a logical, authoritative and persuasive voice in the corporation’s communication with the stakeholders and the general public.

3 Conclusions

This article involves a corpus-assisted analysis of discourse makers in the climate change sections of corporate annual reports by fossil fuels corporations BP and Shell. The corpus involves these corporations’ climate change sections of the annual reports from 2010 until 2015 respectively. The corpus has been analysed quantitatively in WordSmith (Scott, 2012) to identify the most frequent DMs in the climate change sections of the above-mentioned annual reports. It has been found that the most frequent DMs used in climate change discourse by British Petroleum involve and (M = 4,2%), as (0,9%), also (M = 0,4%), likely (0,3%), and but (M = 0,15%), while DMs identified in the Royal Dutch Shell Group’s climate change discourse comprise and (M = 2%), but (M = 0,15%), also (M = 0,6%), such (M = 0,2%), however (M = 0,2%), accordingly (M = 0,1%), furthermore (M = 0,16%), further (M = 0,1%), and therefore (M = 0,1%).

The results of the data analysis support the hypothesis, where it has been assumed that climate change discourse by fossil fuels corporations would be characterised by the prevalence of DMs which
are associated with implicative and elaborative relationships, whilst contrastive DMs would be epiphenomenal. Specifically, it has been established that the elaborative DM *and* in BP’s discourse facilitates the effect of BP as a partner, an integral part in the triangle ‘society – energy sector – BP’, with every actor in this triangle being concerned by the challenged posed by climate change. Similarly to BP, the elaborative DM *and* has been identified in Shell’s climate change discourse. These findings lend support to previous research (Ho, 2016), which reports the prevalence of the elaborative DM *and* in official policy documents.

It has been established in this research that climate change discourse by Shell is characterised by a certain degree of formality in the choice of DMs (e.g., *accordingly*, *furthermore*, *further*, *therefore*). These DMs are used by Shell in framing the corporation as an authoritative and trustworthy voice on the issue of climate change. It can be observed from the present data that the implicative DM *as* is associated with rationalising a decision and a process involved in climate change mitigation. The implicative DM *as* seems to be used in the discourse by both BP and Shell as a rhetorical strategy to impart to the stakeholders the overall positive, yet formal and persuasive practices of climate change mitigation.
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